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ROYAL COMMISSION INTO INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE — 
RECOMMENDATIONS — PROGRESS REPORT 

Statement by Leader of the House 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [1.04 pm]: On behalf of the Minister for 
Child Protection, I rise today to table “Healing Past Hurts: Protecting Children Now: Preventing Further Harm”, 
the McGowan government’s annual report on the progress of recommendations relating to the Royal Commission 
into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. I do so in accordance with recommendation 17.2 of the royal 
commission’s final report. 

As identified in the report, I am pleased to inform the house that more than 95 per cent of the 310 applicable 
recommendations to Western Australia have either been completed or are progressing. This includes important 
reforms across multiple portfolios to strengthen criminal law to respond to child sexual abuse; upgrade child interview 
recording equipment; support child safe institutions; introduce mandatory reporting to religious ministers; digitise 
criminal records to improve screening; and improve access to supports for children in out-of-home care. The latter, 
in particular, was highlighted at the public release of the report in December, when a new mobile app to improve 
access to supports and services for 300 young people in out-of-home care was announced. The work identified in 
the annual report builds on important foundations laid by the McGowan government to join the National Redress 
Scheme; pass the Civil Liability Legislation Amendment (Child Sexual Abuse Actions) Act 2018; and, through 
the Premier, offer an apology to those who experienced sexual abuse in government institutions. 

The McGowan government is committed to this work because its importance is indisputable: keeping children 
safe is the highest priority. The experiences of and the courage shown by those who bravely stepped forward 
during the royal commission will be honoured by the McGowan government. I thank my cabinet colleagues, as 
well as the many government agencies, non-government agencies and individuals involved, for their input into 
this important work. I table the progress report. 

[See paper 3594.] 
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